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The Small Pond at Frank Bay Marine
Reserve and Wildlife Sanctuary

Humpback Whale Season: It's Here!

The humpback whale MegaQtera novaengliae
canbeobserved in Virgin Islands waters from
December to April each year. They migrate to the
Caribbean from the north Atlantic to spend the
winter in warmer waters to calve and mate. They
are most often observed north of our islands but are.seenaQaround the Islands. Adult humpbacks can
reach lengths of nearly 60 feet. The dorsal or upper
side is very dark in color while the underside of the
bellies, flippers and tail flukes is white. Markings
on the tail flukes are distinctive for each individual
and are used for identification of individuals.
Humpback whales are baleen whales. Baleen are
the fringy plates that hang from the roof of a
baleen whales's mouth. The purpose of baleen is to
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filter plankton and small fish from the water.
There have been several dozen sightings of
humpbacks in our local waters since late February
2000.

The 2.4 acre pond which sits just inland from
Frank Bay has been designated as a wildlife and
marine sanctuary by the Commissioner of
Planning and Natural Resources, Dean C.
Plaskett, Esq. Frank Bay is located west of Cruz
Bay, St. John,USVI. The establishment of the
wildlife and marine sanctuary will enhance the
interests and values of the people of the U..S.
Virgin Islands, protect valuable habitat for
federally and locally listed endangered bird
species, provide marine viewing areas, as well as
study areas for educational institutions, and
preserve habitat for migrating birds and other
wildlife.

The Audobon Society has been instrumental
in the
designation of
this area as a
wildlife and
marIne
sanctuary. They
plan to work
with the local
government to
develop signs,
roosting
platforms and
viewing sites.
There have been
at least 37
different species
of birds
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Two other species of whales are sometimes

sighted in Virgin Islands' waters: Cuvier's Beaked
Whales which are usually sighted only after
strandings on the beach and Orcas..

Whales are marine mammals, which means
they are warm blooded and feed their calves milk.
MQthers and other family members make up a pod.
Members ora pod are very protective of newly born
calves. It is very important to maintain a safe
distance from an whales - safe for the whale.

Pl~ase report sightings of any whales to the
DiVision ofFish and Wildlife at 775 6762 in St.
Thomas or 772 1955 in St. Croix. The Division
would like information on the species, number of
whales, whether adult or juveniles, location, date,
time, direction of travel, and observations on
behavior. Descriptive whale sighting forms are
available at the Divisions's offices in Redhook, St.
Thomas and Lagoon Street, St. Croix. Complex,
Fredriksted, St. Croix.

identified at the pond since 1981.
The pond is within walking distance of Cruz

Bay, St. John which means school children and
visitors can easily visit the area to learn more
about our local habitats.

Quote
"We all love the ocean's surface with its

beautiful spakle blue. But beneath it, down
deeper, whales are moving with slow, drifting
currents- whales that are great, gentle, cloudlike
beings."

February 2000 - Redhook, St. Thomas

Temperature
Maximum Minimum Rainfall

87.4°F 62.0°F 2.10 inches - Roger Payne,
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The Division has produced a fisherman's
guagewhich is a tool used to determine the legal
size of species found in our local fisheries. Species
are not reproductively mature until they grow to
a certain size. The purpose of minimum size
requirements is t ensure that each species has an
opportunity to reproduce. The sizes have been
established through years of studying each
species. It is necessary to allow the animal to
obtain their mature size in order to avoid
o~e~fi~hing of ~hat species.
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